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Abstract. This paper mainly researches automatically optimal decoupling technology for 
electromagnetic transient. After making clear advantages and disadvantages and selection principles 
of long transmission line decoupling algorithm and node-splitting algorithm, it analyzes the 
influence of computing time of different elements, decoupling borders, communication between 
subnets, IO calls on simulation time and parallel computing efficiency. It obtains formulas of subnet 
execution time for different parallel simulation algorithm. It analyzed automatically optimal 
decoupling algorithm for electromagnetic transient in real-time simulation step size constraint 
which is suitable for mixing-step simulation and develops the algorithm based on ADPSS. Finally, 
it verifies the correctness of the algorithm through practical grid and achieves real-time simulation 
of the grid. 

Introduction 
ADPSS electromagnetic transient calculation program can operate network segmentation both in 

bus node and long transmission line[1-5], this paper analyzed electromagnetic transient automatic 
optimization decoupling method applicable to hybrid step simulation, and realized the algorithm on 
ADPSS development based on long transmission line decoupling network parallel algorithm and 
node splitting network partition parallel algorithm[1-6]. Because in the same situation the network 
division long transmission line use shorter calculation time, higher efficiency[6-9], so under the 
condition of a long transmission line in the system, long transmission line decoupling has the 
priority[10-15]. 

Automatic Decoupling Optimization Algorithm For Parallel Computing 
Network partition and parallel computation, whose essence is allocating the original commitment 

by a machine of computing tasks into multiple machines to complete simultaneously, which did not 
reduce the total amount of computation, but increased the communication and coordination work 
between each machine[6-11]. If the execution time of the system is Ts, and the execution time of the 
parallel computation of N sub-system is TP1[1-6]: 
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When the long transmission line decoupling method is used, the execution time of the parallel 
computation of the N sub network is Tp2[1-6]: 
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Tcom1、Tcom2  are parallel communication time, mainly depends on the selected communication 
network speed; Tw1、Tw2 is synchronization waiting time between subnet, the network is more 
uniform (i.e.: each subnet size are almost consistent), Tw1、Tw2  is smaller; Tcal is serial sections of the 
computing time in node splitting method parallel computing, which was used to calculate net 
contact current), regardless of network size and the number of subnets, but it is proportional to the 
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number of network boundary bus. 
As a given the scale of the network, before splitting the network, the realization of real-time 

simulation network number is unknown, so the automatic optimization decoupling algorithm in 
calculating the execution time of each sub network, need to correspondingly improve function (1) 
and (2). Moreover, in order to automatically decouple large-scale power grid system into uniform 
scale subnets, electromagnetic transient automatic optimization decoupling algorithm also need 
considering effects of different element calculation, uncoupled boundary, inter subnet 
communication and IO call to simulation time and parallel computational efficiency. 

In order to consider components of different amount of calculation, uncoupled boundary of 
simulation time and parallel computational efficiency, the power system electromagnetic transient 
components for Mach、RLC、Trans、Nonliner、Vs、Is、Switch 、TO、 TI types, respectively, 
on behalf of the generator component, RLC elements, elements of the transformer, nonlinear 
components, voltage source element, current source components, switch components, physical 
output interface, physical interface input. The calculation time of each element is using TMach、TRLC、

TTrans、TNonliner、TVs、TIs、TSwitch、TTO、TTI respectively[1-6]. The total number of nodes is NB, divided 
the subnet number is N, various components number in subnet K is NMachk、NRLCk、NTransk、NNonlinerk、

NVsk、NIsk、NSwitchk、NTOk、NTIk  considering different element calculation, uncoupled boundary, net 
communication and IO call effect, using the node splitting method for network partition and parallel, 
subnet K execution time[1-9]: 
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When the long transmission line decoupling method is used, the execution time of the sub 
network k is[1-15].: 
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Tcom1、Tcom2 is the sub network communication time, TIO1、TIO2 is call time for the IO. 
Each calculation time of the components, the time of the sub network communication time, IO 

call time, the processing time of single section are configured in the algorithm configuration file. 

Algorithm Validation 
In order to verify the correctness of the automatic optimization of electromagnetic transient 

decoupling algorithm, this paper selects the actual network simulation as verification, the network 
wiring diagram is as shown in Figure 1, the size of the network is as follows: 
 The 50 PARK equation model of synchronous generator (with regulator); 
 The 118 three-phase two winding common transformer; 
 The 218 lines (including PI type three-phase lumped parameter line and distributed 

parameter line) 
 The 129 series RLC three-phase load components; 
 The 6 switches 
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Figure 1 grid diagram 

 

 
Figure 2 subnet division color 

The electromagnetic transient simulation of the whole network can not meet the requirements of 
real time. With the purpose of real-time simulation, the automatic optimization of the network is 
divided into the sub-networks by the method of the automatic optimization of the electromagnetic 
transient. Figure 1 presents the ADPSS electromagnetic transient calculation program of actual 
power grid example implementation automatic network results figure, color in figure shows the sub 
network information for each element belonging to, each color element belongs to the subnet name, 
such as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 1, the contact line information is given in the sub networks 
case. 

The following was used to verify the real-time and the correctness of the algorithm and network 
division. 

In order to verify the correctness of automatic optimization decoupling algorithm, compares the 
simulation waveforms of whole network to network division scheme, figure 3 show a generator and 
a bus as an example, comparison of waveforms are given. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the output curve of the whole network and the sub network schemes 
It can be seen that the output curves of the whole network and the network are consistent, which 

verifies the correctness of the automatic optimal decoupling algorithm. 
In order to verify the numerical example of real-time (real time simulation criterion: the whole 

process of simulation, single step computation time is less than the simulation step), single step 
computation time in process simulation is in statistics, as shown in Figure 4 and table 1, among 
them, STmax is the largest single step computation time, STmin is the minimum computation time 
in one-step, STavg is average single step computation time, count is the number of steps which 
one-step calculation time is greater than simulation step. 

 
Figure 4. Single step calculation time of the three simulation (unit: us) 
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Table 1. A single step calculation time table for distributed parameter line 
Single step calculation time ST(us) first second third average 

STmax(us) 73.0180 73.6820 71.6660 72.7887 

STmin(us) 51.0050 50.8180 47.4780 49.7670 

STavg(us) 54.5127 54.0580 54.8384 54.4697 

Count(us) 0 0 0 0 

As we can be seen, the selected network in the case of automatic dividing into 5 sub networks 
can achieve real-time simulation of the network. 

Conclusion 
With the scale of electromagnetic transient simulation expanding, simulation calculation speed 

become slower, which increase the difficult to realize real-time simulation of the grid, the paper 
based on ADPSS carried out decoupling technology research of automatic optimization of 
electromagnetic transient, it mainly includes the following work: 

In view of the parallel computing is the base for real-time simulation after automatic network 
optimization and decoupling, the paper introduces ADPSS existing two network partition and 
parallel algorithm, long distance line decoupling network partition parallel algorithm and node 
splitting network parallel algorithm, summarizing both the advantages and disadvantages of two 
parallel algorithm and selecting principle. 

This paper analyses the parallel computing efficiency influencing factors, including different 
element computation decoupling boundary, subnet, IO call, it is concluded that the different sub 
network, subnet execution time calculation formula,  hybrid simulation step in real-time simulation 
with time step constraint of electromagnetic transient automatic decoupling method is proposed, the 
core thought of the algorithm is that: the network according to certain decoupling relationship is 
divided into a lot of electrical sub networks, and then the electrical sub stations were combined into 
a certain number of subnets, the combination considering the effects of different element calculation, 
decoupling boundary, subnet, IO calls to the simulation time and parallel computing efficiency. 
Finally, the electromagnetic transient decoupling method which is suitable for the hybrid step 
simulation is realized based on the ADPSS development and implementation, the algorithm is 
proved to be correct by an example of actual power grid. 
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